Training Programs: UCF Graduate Association HMS Training

East Central Region Staff provided a virtual HMS training to the University of Central Florida Graduate Anthropology Association members. Students then organized a socially distanced monitoring event at Mead Gardens in Winter Park. FPAN Staff attended to assist the students in locating sites and how to document information collected. The UCF students plan to host monitoring events every month in the Orlando area.

UCF Anthropology Graduate Students and family.
Outreach: Judging 2020 Florida History Day

The East Central Region staff assisted and judged student projects at the Verdi Eco School in Melbourne, FL. Students researched and presented a project to their parents on Florida’s First People and how they can increase awareness of Florida’s First People, and the misrepresentation that exists. FPAN staff presented on Florida’s precontact archaeology and answered questions related to their projects and was invited to their presentations to provide feedback on their work.
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